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Robot Wants It All, a metroidvania compilation of the Robot Wants series is out with Linux support[2]

As promised by the developer Hamumu Games, Robot Wants It All, a compilation and
upgraded editions of the Robot Wants series is now out.

Crossroads Inn, a fantasy tavern simulator was funded on Kickstarter and it's coming to Linux [3]

One funding campaign I completely missed was Crossroads Inn, a fantasy tavern simulator
that managed to get fully funded. It looks pretty good and it's coming to Linux.

Stunt-bike game 'Urban Trial Playground' released with same-day Linux support [4]

Tate Multimedia have just recently released Urban Trial Playground, a stunt-bike racer with
same-day Linux support.
This is the second game to arrive officially on Linux from Tate Multimedia, with the first
being the surprisingly good Steel Rats. Nice to see them continue Linux support with their
latest game!

Linux Gaming News Punch - Episode 7 [5]

To end the week, here's the latest episode of the chilled-out Linux Gaming News Punch,
keeping you up to speed on some interesting topics this past week.
As always, audio-only feeds available below the video for those that prefer it.

PlayStation 3 emulator RPCS3 shows more great progress, many more titles now playable[6]

The emulation scene is very much alive and well, with the PlayStation 3 emulator RPCS3
continuing to show awesome progress.
Firstly, the big news! RPCS3 has now crossed 85% of reported games now being able to
actually get in-game or be playable. Their February report shows 1,174 titles as playable and
1,458 as getting in-game. This is incredible, considering the uphill battle they face to
reimplement everything.

Enter the Gungeon's final free update 'A Farewell to Arms' is up [7]

The bullet hell dungeon crawler Enter the Gungeon just recently had a huge update, the last
major update it will be getting as developer Dodge Roll moves onto other games.
The 'A Farewell to Arms' update brings with it two new playable characters, a new chamber
to battle in, a new boss, new guns and items, alternative starter weapons, various quality of life
improvements and so on. What a brilliant way to conclude your development of a game which
such a huge free update.
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